Proton exchange and base-pair lifetimes in a deoxy-duplex containing a purine-pyrimidine step and in the duplex of inverse sequence.
Using proton relaxation and magnetization transfer from water we have measured the imino proton exchange kinetics in two dodecadeoxynucleotide duplexes. One is formed by the self-complementary sequence 5'-d(C-C-T-T-T-C-G-A-A-A-G-G), the other by the inverse sequence. The imino proton exchange rates are found to depend on the concentration of ammonia or imidazole, acting as basic catalysts of proton exchange. Extrapolation of exchange times to infinite catalyst concentration yields the base-pair lifetimes, for instance 40 milliseconds for the central G.C base-pair of the 5'-d(C-C-T-T-T-C-G-A-A-A-G-G) duplex and four milliseconds for its A.T neighbour, at 15 degrees C. These results differ markedly from those reported by other laboratories for similar deoxy compounds. An explanation of the discrepancy has been proposed recently. Differences between base-pair lifetimes indicate that opening is not co-operative. From the catalyst efficiency relative to exchange from isolated nucleosides, we estimate the dissociation constant of each base-pair, e.g. 0.3 x 10(-6) and 1.5 x 10(-5) at 15 degrees C, for the same G.C and A.T base-pairs. The lifetime and dissociation constant of corresponding base-pairs of the two duplexes are similar, except for the central G.C base-pair. This correlates with differences in the solution structures reported by others. We have completed the assignments of the imino protons and of the six cytosine amino protons of the 5'-d(G-G-A-A-A-G-C-T-T-T-C-C) 12-mer. A new base-pair numbering scheme is proposed.